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Social and environmental issues, rising cost of
highway materials, and decreasing fuel consumption will all
have considerable impact on the future financing of
Indiana's highways, roads and streets. While highway rev-
enues have not changed significantly over the past few
years, highway construction and maintenance costs have more
than doubled. Because of these challenges to Indiana's
highways, this research was designed to examine the alterna-
tives available for increasing highway user revenue in
Indiana, as well as how other states are handling these
revenue problems.
A questionnaire survey regarding current financing and
taxation policies sent to the states, showed a definite
need for increased highway revenues to meet escalating
costs in most states. Many states indicated they are
seriously studying a motor fuel tax which would, in some
way, be indexed to inflation. A promising method of in-
creasing revenues appears to be the adoption of an ad valorem
tax, similar in nature to a sales tax, on motor fuel con-
sumption.
As a consequence of this research, three major al-
ternative examples for increasing highway user revenue
were examined. The first example included reproportioning
of Indiana's registration and motor vehicle fees upward
to compare with national averages. The second example
involved increasing motor fuel revenues by a one-cent per
gallon tax increase or adoption of a 20 percent ad valorem
tax in lieu of the present motor fuel taxation structure.
The final example combined an ad valorem tax with a re-
proportionment of user fees to national averages. Under
conservative assumptions, this last example generated an
additional 92 million dollars for highways or over twice
the additional revenues generated by any of the other
examples. Using the criterion of revenue generating capa-
bilities and compatibility with methods and procedures
presently utilized for collection of fuel taxes, a proposal




Today, American's are more dependa.nt on automobile
highway travel for the bulk of their daily needs than ever
before. Automobiles, trucks and buses accounted for 98.3
percent of all person trips made in the United States in
1975 [1]. In addition, 1.3 million people are employed
directly in the manufacture of vehicles, parts and equip-
ment and another 13.4 million Americans work in motor
vehicle related jobs [2] . Because the economic impact and
the ubiquity of highway travel surmount any other trans-
portation mode, financing the construction and mainten-
ance of this comprehensive system of highways and streets
is of considerable importance.
Indiana's centralized location in the United States
makes it a key element in the overall national highway
system. Over 36 billion miles are traveled annually in
Indiana [3], By 1995, it is estimated over 50 billion
miles will be traveled by some 4.7 million motor vehicles.
This indicates substantial growth for the State highway
system in the next twenty years along with greater demands
placed on all highway facilities. Immediate legislative
involvement in transportation policy issues is needed on a




This research is intended to provide information for
highway officials and those directly involved with the
financing and taxation policies of Indiana State Highways.
The four major objectives sought in the course of this
research were:
(1) To review the principles and historical develop-
ment of taxation policies as related to highway
finance with particular reference to Indiana.
(2) To examine the deficiencies of the present tax-
ation mechanisms for highways and discuss the
future consequences of such factors
.
(3) To review the current highway taxation policies
followed by the different states in the U.S.
(4) To generate information regarding the possible
actions that can be taken to meet the future
needs of Indiana State Highways.
The need for a study of State highway financing and
taxation is critical. Many states have indicated their
concern with the availability of adequate future revenues
for highways. Financial planning and legislation providing
proper funding can help to dispel these concerns. Legis-
lators in particular must become better acquainted with the
issues and problems facing today's highways.
The Highway Today
There are some specific social issues and disturbing
cost trends confronting the present highway system and
those involved with their financing. Decreased fuel con-
sumption, rising material costs for highways, and environ-
mental concerns will all have impacts on future financing
policies for highways. Unless there is financial planning
for highways, concerned with these issues, the highway sys-
tem will decline from its present level of service.
In recent years, the United States has experienced
significant increases in the general inflation rate, as
have other countries throughout the world. The material
prices for highway construction and maintenance have risen
more than most
.
Statistics show that most transportation industries
have had increases in excess of the private
-sector average
since 1970 [4]. In the past few years, general price in-
dicators related to highways have soared as construction,
maintenance and material costs have become increasingly
important items in the overall highway budget. The Indiana
State Highway Commission estimated the highway cost index
in the State to increase thirty percent in 1974-75 [5] .
Figure 1 is taken from a report prepared by the Highway Divi
sion of the Oregon Department of Transportation, and shows
the decreasing purchasing power of the highway dollar that
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FIGURE I. EFFECT OF INFLATION ON OREGON
HIGHWAY ECONOMY .
Source: Oregon Dept. of Transportation
of the highway dollar to only grow worse in the coming
years
.
Price trends for highway construction based on national
data are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the construc-
tion index rises rapidly as compared to the consumer price
index. These factors also have a predominate influence on
highway maintenance and operation costs. The highway main-
tenance and operation cost index shown in Figure 3 illus-
trates a 7 percent annual rise for the period 1968-1973.
Again, petroleum cutbacks and exaggerated import prices
for crude oil have increased bituminous material prices.
The cost of such items as asphalt cement, hot asphalt, and
asphalt base oil has risen dramatically. The following
Table shows typical maintenance material cost increases
experienced in the operation of the Fort Wayne, Indiana
Street Department [6].
Table 1
Maintenance Material Cost Increases -Fort Wayne
Increase
1972 1973 1974 1975 Per Year
Fuel Oil/Gal. 0.11 9 0.175 . 3 4 0.277 7 9°.J i. ft
Gasoline/Gal
.
0.195 0.215 0.40 0.375 23%
Asphalt Cement/Ton 3 0.00 54.00 6 2.00 8 5.00 4 5%
Hot Asphalt/Ton 6.2 5 6.90 13.00 17.0 42%
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FIGURE 2. PRICE TRENDS FOR HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION
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FIGURE 3 . HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE AND
OPERATION COST INDEX .
Source: Highway Statistics 1974
These are typical of the increases experienced by the
Indiana State Highway System.
Decreased Fuel Consumption
The imposition of 55 mph speed limit has caused a con-
siderable decrease in revenue for the State Highway System,
because the motor fuel tax is the major source of highway
revenue [7], The recent trend in consumer preference for
lighter, more efficient automobiles and the production
of automobiles with smaller displacement engines and in-
creased fuel economy to satisfy this demand is causing
reduction in fuel consumption and in turn resulting in
less highway revenue.
The total net amount of fuel taxed for the nation in
1973 was 110.4 billion gallons. In 1974 only 106.1
billion gallons were consumed for a decrease of 3.9 per-
cent over the previous year. This has caused severe con-
cern among highway officials. In Indiana, the percentage
decrease in fuel consumption from 1973 to 1974 was 4.5
percent indicating a 10.4 million dollar revenue loss
from the preceding year [8], Many states are concerned with
the thought of ever reducing highway revenue due to
decreasing fuel consumption and are actively seeking
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revenues vary in relation to possible future fuel con-
sumption rates. There is a difference of over 100 million
dollars between the high and low assumptions in the year
1995. This gives evidence of the magnitude of the problem
facing Indiana highways.
Social and Environmental Issues
There has been a growing concern over the negative
impacts of highway facilities and services on the environ-
ment. This concern has been manifested by citizens in a
number of urban areas, causing the halting of construction
of new freeways or freeway segments.
Although the mileage of freeways in dispute has been
small, this anti-freeway reaction signaled a change in
attitude of some people to further environmental damage
associated with urban freeways [9]. The major concerns
were the displacement of homes and business, consumption
of scarce urban land, disruption of neighborhoods and
communities, automobile accidents, noise and transportation
for persons without access to automobiles [10]. Most re-
cently, air quality concerns and energy consumption have
focused the most concern. As the debate has continued, it
has broadened to encompass the issue of alternatives to
additional highway construction [11]. These concerns over
the social, environmental and energy problems associated
with highways and highway travel have increased efforts
to reduce automobile travel and the negative impacts this
travel produces [12].
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It is well recognized that indiscriminate highway
construction will not solve the urban transportation prob-
lems. It will take comprehensive planning of highways coor-
dinated with complementary transit modes to provide a safe
and efficient transportation network.
Indiana Highway Needs
Supplementary to these issues facing Indiana highways,
there is the ever present question of highway needs. V.'hat
future maintenance and construction is needed to keep this
highway system at a reasonable level of service? The 1972
Indiana Transportation Needs Study estimated a need of 13
billion dollars to be disbursed for highway purposes between
1970 and 1990. An additional 7 billion dollars was expected
for the necessary completion of the Interstate System [13].
A great need for additional highway funding is in the
area of maintenance and improvement to the existing high-
way network in Indiana. Numerous miles of the Indiana
Interstate System are today ten to fifteen years old and in
need of repair or maintenance. Many of the design features
of these highways are no longer adequate. Indiana should be
replacing or reconstructing two-hundred bridges and re-
surfacing 1200 miles of roadway every year. Fccause of lack
of funds, only 450 miles of roadway are currently resurfaced
per year and the bridge replacement program is lagging
behind schedule [14].
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In addition, the 1972 Study estimated the State sup-
ported highways would require 7.1 billion dollars between
1970-1990. As the apparent available revenue was estimat-
ed to be only 5.0 billion a deficit of 2.1 billion dol-




METHODS OF HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION AND TAXATION
This chapter furnishes some general information on
the financing, taxation, and cost responsibility of high-
ways. The complexities of user and nonuser cost respon-
sibility and cost allocation are presented along with a
brief history of highway taxation and finance in Indiana.
User and Nonuser Cost Responsibility
In determining who will pay for the services provided
by highways, the first allocation of cost responsibility
is between users and nonusers of the highway system [16].
Determination of the nonuser benefits associated with
highways is difficult to equate in monetary terms but
their existence cannot be denied. The usual procedure is
to determine the user share of the highway costs and assign
the residual costs to the nonuser [17]. Very little has
been done to evaluate accurately the nonuser portion of
costs [18]. In Economic Analysis for Highways , Robley
Winfrey presents an excellent summary of the two extremes
between which user and nonuser cost allocation must be
balanced.
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The level of service concept is highly important
in arriving at a reasonable allocation of costs between
users and nonusers. The local rural roads and resi-
dential streets in urban areas carry relatively light
volumes of traffic and these roads and streets would
be there today regardless of the motor vehicle. In
fact, most of the urban places had well-defined street
systems before the turn of the century. The costs of
such facilities if charged to the highway user would
result in an exhorbitant cost per vehicle -mile . On
the other hand the freeways , expressways , and other
arterial facilities are designed to carry heavy
volumes of traffic at relatively higher speed and with
relatively long trip lengths. The nonuser, obviously,
should be charged with only a small portion, if any,
of the costs of such facilities because of their high
costs per mile in relation to the abutting property.
Therefore, it is necessary to find an acceptable method
of allocating highway program costs between these
two extremes [19]
.
Cost Allocation Between Users and Nonusers
Many methods of highway cost allocation have been
developed over the years. Four of the more common methods
will be discussed here: (1) the standard cost method,
(2) the predominant use method, (3) the relative use method,
(4) the earnings credit method.
The Standard Cost Method
The standard cost method is based on the premise that
the cost of a "standard" highway system is representative of
the user portion of highway costs. This standard cost is
applied to the total ton-miles of travel for all roads and
streets to determine the user share of costs. The remain-
ing amount is then assigned as the nonuser portion. The
objections to this method are: (1) the arbitrary decision
made in selecting the "standard", (2) the possible use of
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a rural system as the standard thereby allocating more
than an equitable amount to nonusers [20].
Predominant Use Method
In the predominant use method, highway costs are al-
located in accordance with the predominant use or benefit
corresponding to each type of facility. Using this criteria,
expressways, freeways and other high volume facilities are
considered the sole cost responsibility of the highway
user. Correspondingly the low-type facilities such as resi-
dential and low volume rural streets are a nonuser cost
responsibility. And the assessments of cost allocation to
intermediate systems between these two extremes is on the
basis of judgements as to the level of service provided
by each type of facility.
This method has two major criticisms: (1) it assumes
no user benefits are derived from the residential and rural
streets, and (2) it assumes that nonusers derive no benefits
from freeways and expressways. One other disadvantage to
this method is the arbitrary judgements of allocation to
intermediate type of facilities.
Relative Use Method
In the relative use method highway cost is assigned
in proportion to how well each system of highway meets
certain service criteria. There are three measures of
service: (1) service to land access traffic, (2) service to
16
community or neighborhood traffic, (3) service to through
traffic.
Inputs to the relative use method are such things as
origin and destination of trips, length of trips, trip
purpose and routes traveled. This method involves the
analysis of trip length data and assignment into one of the
three catagories mentioned above. The through traffic
components are considered the user share while neighborhood
components are the nonuser share of the cost. A judgement
must be made as to the area between these two extremes [21]
.
The major drawback to use of this method is the lack
of available data needed for analysis [22]. However, much
work has been done with the relative use method and some
feel it represents the best approach to the problem of
nonuser cost allocation [23].
Earnings Credit Method
There are two major hypotheses involved with the
application of the earnings credit method [24]. The first
hypothesis states that the highway user is assessed the
costs of construction, maintenance and operation of arterial
streets providing major through traffic movement, which is
consistant with the benefits received. The second hypo-
thesis assumes that general public benefits and hence
assessed costs should go for the lowest system of access
roads and streets. A compromise is then drawn between
these two extremes to arrive at the final user and nonuser
17
cost responsibility. This compromise recognizes that each
class of highway benefits both the user and nonuser.
Less judgement is required in this method than with
the standard cost or relative cost methods. It approaches
the solution from both sides and has yielded reasonable
results. Indiana and many other states have utilized this
method for allocation of cost between highway users and
nonusers [25] .
The methods discussed above are established on sound
basic concepts; these concepts assume that the major
users of the facility should provide the most support, and
the nonuser should support facilities strictly for local
access .
Highway User Cost Allocation
Once the user and nonuser portions of highway costs
have been determined, the user share must be allocated
among the different types and classes of vehicles using
the highways.
There are a number of factors which make cost alloca-
tion between vehicles difficult. Highway traffic is not a
homogeneous group. Motor vehicles vary in width, length,
weight, number of axles, miles of highway use, fuel con-
sumption and type of fuel used. Highway construction,
maintenance and operation costs are all affected by the
types of vehicles using the highway and since some of the
costs are joint costs for all classes of vehicles, the
problem of proper allocation according to some specific
road-user tax base can become complex and confusing.
When studying tax allocation among vehicle classes,
two questions must be answered: (1) what criteria will be
used to measure the tax responsibility of each vehicle
class, and (2) once the criteria is found how will it be
priced in relation to other vehicle classes? Some of the
major methods for equitable distribution of costs to user
classes are discussed below.
Incremental Method
According to the incremental method the basic costs
of constructing, improving and maintaining a given highway
designed for passenger vehicles only, are distributed
equally among all vehicle classifications. The additional
cost of construction, improvement and maintenance to make
the road suitable for heavier vehicles are shared by each
vehicle of that class and each vehicle of greater size.
Thus each vehicle pays a share of the base cost plus in-
crements of cost up to and including the cost required by
that particular vehicle [26]
.
The difficulty with this method is the determination of
the additional costs required by each vehicle classification,
19
Gross Ton -Mile Method
The gross ton-mile method of cost allocation among
the various user groups is based on ths theory that each
weight group should be charged according to the ton-miles
of travel for each weight class. Ton-miles are assumed to
be a measure of the benefits received by each weight class.
Total travel is computed as an average per vehicle in each
weight class and tax responsibility is distributed in
proportion to the product of miles traveled and the average
vehicle in each class.
Two major factors favoring this method of cost al-
location are its simplicity and ease of calculation,
although there are problems. This method has a tendency
towards allocating a larger share of the tax responsibility
to larger vehicles [27]
.
Cost Function Method
The cost function method was developed by researchers
in the motor carrier industry and is based on the factor
of costs occasioned. This means that all costs are class-
ified into one of three catagories: (1) costs associated
with highway use, (2) costs related to vehicle size and
weight, (3) costs which are neither size, weight or use
related.
20
Costs related to size and weight of vehicles are
distributed on the basis of gross ton-miles of travel.
Costs associated with highway use are allocated according
to vehicle miles of travel and costs not in either catagory
are assigned on a per vehicle basis. Winfrey feels that
although the cost function method is probably more accept-
able than the ton-mile method, the basic flaw of the cost
function is the assignment of partial costs due to heavy
vehicles, to the lighter vehicles [28]. The lightest
vehicles will be paying a share of the costs caused by
the heaviest pavement and highest type bridge design.
Using the cost function method it is found that trucks
are assigned a lesser cost than under the gross ton-mile
solution. The incremental solution assigns a higher cost
to passenger vehicles. The cost function approach is seen
as a medium solution falling between the other alternatives.
Different ial -Benefits Method
The differential -benefits method assumes user tax
payment to be proportional to benefits received by each
class of vehicles. This method of tax allocation is theoret
ically sound, relying on the benefits received taxation
theory, but the collection of the required data is a complex
task. Only a few applications of the differential benefits
method have been made to date [29] . Table 2 compares the
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In Table 2, all four methods of cost allocation (in-
cremental, cost function, ton-mile, differential benefits)
were applied to similar costs, travel, vehicle population,
and other factors. The differential -benefits method assigns
the highest cost responsibility to automobiles and the low-
est to the other classes of commercial vehicles. The gross
ton-mile solution assigns the least cost responsibility to
the automobile and the highest to heavier vehicles.
Review of Highway Taxation and Financ ing
From the early days of colonial America the concept
of public tax support of roads has been in use. While the
idea of public tax support for highways has not changed,
the nature of taxation has changed. The modern concept of
a user tax supported by some general fund revenue is in
stark contrast to the days of "working out" one's poll tax
by providing free labor to neighboring road projects. Today
the main support of highways comes from road user taxes in
one form or another with the general fund support of high-
ways becoming the nonuser share of highway funds.
Early Concepts of Highway Taxes
Before the invention of the automobile, when horse and
wagon were the main modes of travel, roads were still
important as the means of getting from one place to another.
Almost all funds available for road purposes came from
23
property tax levies or from the general fund of the
administering government. The automobile population grew
slowly because mass production techniques had not yet been
introduced. In the year 1904, rural road expenditures in
the United States totaled $79.8 million. It is interesting
to note that $53.8 million came from property or poll taxes,
$19.8 million from "labor" taxes, $3.5 million from bond
issues and $2.6 million from state aid [31]. The $19.8
million figure represents the dollar value placed on
expended labor. At this period in history only six states
provided state aid for highways.
This traditional method of highway support was soon
to disappear with the increasing number of automobiles
beginning to travel the roads. By 1906 it was estimated
there were 108, 000 motor vehicles in the United States
which paid $62,500 in vehicle registration fees. But
little of this money was applied to roadwork. By 1915,
motor vehicle registration had jumped to 2.4 million vehicles
and registration fees increased to $18.2 million. Most
of this money was by now going for highway construction [32].
Officials were now realizing the revenue potential of the
automobile for tax support of highways. This idea of
highway user taxation was given a boost when in 1919 Oregon
enacted the first tax on motor fuel. This tax proved so
successful that by 1929 all states had placed a tax on motor
fuel ranging from 2 to 6 cents per gallon [33] . This then
24
marks the change from the concept of property tax support
for roads to one of highway user tax revenues as the major
source of highway funds.
Revenues from the combined taxes, motor fuel and regis-
tration, increased rapidly. With the predominance of
such revenues to the states, the principle of a dedicated
highway fund was brought into being. These funds, used only
to support highways, constituted a radical departure from
the commonly held idea of all tax revenues going into a
general fund to be appropriated for specific governmental
functions. The federal government adopted the concept of
dedicating highway user taxes with the establishment of
the 1956 Federal Highway Act, which set up the Highway
Trust Fund.
There are still proponents and opponents to dedicating
highway user taxes for a specific purpose. There are many
advantages from the highway official's viewpoint but also
disadvantages from the standpoint of budgeting and finance.
More recently, there has been discussion as to the use of
dedicated highway funds for transit purposes and other non-
highway activities [34].
Brief History of Indiana Highway Taxation
Indiana became a state in the year 1816 and also in
this year the Federal government enacted the Statehood
Enabling Act of 1816. This act provided for Federal aid
25
to promote highway development and was important to the
newly formed State of Indiana. Congress realized the
economic and military importance of developing highways
traversing the fledgling nation. This act provided for the
donation of land to the states, the sale of which was to
be used for the generation of highway revenues. The require
ments stated that three percent of the proceeds from the
sale of the land were to be set aside for local road con-
struction and an additional two percent was to be dedicated
to roads providing for the travel of through traffic. This
has come to be known as the "Three Percent Fund" and was
administered by state agents at the county level [35]
.
In the year 1836 the Indiana General Assembly passed
the Internal Improvement Act. This act was to provide for
improved transportation in Indiana by negotiating loans,
writing contracts and appropriating money through the
auspices of the Internal Improvement Board. But as the
result of poor planning, mismanagement and incompetence,
the agency went bankrupt and was replaced by a Board of
Public Works. The Board of Public Works proved unsuccess-
ful and in 1842 the state government turned road responsi-
bility over to the counties [36].
In 1873 Indiana cities and towns, concerned by increas-
ing road problems, received authority from the state to
assess abutting properties to roads and sell bonds in order
to support urban roads. Four years later in 1877, county
wmi
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commissioners gained a like authority to finance roads
through property taxation and bonds [37].
The Federal Highway Act of 1916 provided for allocation
of Federal aid for state highways on the condition they
ere administered by a state highway agency. With this in
nd, the Indiana State Highway Commission was formed in
1917 to provide construction of "farm to market" roads.
The financing of these roads was to come from three sources:
(1) proceeds from the inheritence tax, (2) reimbursements
from railroads, (3) any general fund appropriations
available [58]
.
A law enacted in 1919 called for the State highway
system to reach every county seat and all cities over
5,000 in population. This law was to be financed by
property tax, motor vehicle fees and federal aid [39].
It was during the 1920 's that a reversal started in highway
financing policy. New revenue sources were gaining pop-
ularity because of the growing number of automobiles.
In 1920, thirty percent of the total highway revenues in
Indiana came from automobile registration fees. In 1923
a two cent gasoline tax was added to expanding revenues.
During this period the inheritance tax was funneled into
the general fund and the property tax was repealed [40]
.
This made the user taxes the major contributors to the
financing of Indiana's highways.
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The Motor Vehicle Highway Account was created in 1937
to combine various revenues into a single dedicated highway
fund. This account is the major source of highway funds
for the state, county and local highways, roads and streets.
The funds from this account are distributed to these
jurisdictions according to a single distribution formula.
More recently the Highway Road and Street Fund was estab-
lished to collect the 1969 two cent fuel tax increase. From
this fund money is distributed to the Local Road and Street
Account and the Primary System Special Account . These
Accounts supply financing for engineering and construction
on arterial and Federal Aid Primary streets and highways.
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CHAPTER III
FINANCING OF STATE HIGHWAYS IN INDIANA
The responsibility for the planning, design, con-
struction and maintenance of the Indiana highway system
is divided among the State Highway Commission, the 92
Indiana counties, and Indiana cities and towns. The juris-
dictions and corresponding mileage, are shown in Table 3.
Table 3
Jurisdiction of Indiana Highway Mileage
Jurisdiction Mileage
Indiana State Highway System 11,451
Under County Jurisdiction 65,276
Indiana's Cities and Towns 14,613
Source: Highway Statistics, 1974.
The state highway system consists of 11,451 miles and
carries 60 percent of the states total travel [41]. In
the state highway system, 10,056 miles constitute the
State's primary system in rural mileage and 1,238 miles
are extensions of the State's primary system in urban
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areas [42] . The State Highway Commission also maintains
roads within the State parks and institutions.
The Motor Vehicle Highway Account
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Indiana's General Assembly
of 1937 passed legislation creating a dedicated highway
fund called the Motor Vehicle Highway Account. Revenue
from motor vehicle registration fees, gasoline taxes,
and other miscellaneous sources of user revenue are col-
lected into this account. This money is then authorized
to be distributed according to a formula set down by the
legislature to the State, Counties and Cities for the
support of highways, roads and streets in Indiana.
Revenue placed into the Motor Vehicle Highway Account
originates from a variety of highway related taxes. Figure
5 shows the receipts and disbursements into the Account.
There is a variety of sources which are responsible for
revenue collection and deposit into the Account. However,
it is from just two major sources of revenue that over
95 percent of the gross receipts are obtained. These two
major sources are the motor fuel tax and motor vehicle
registrat ion
.
These dedicated highway taxes are collected for the
Motor Vehicle Account by various departments of the State.
The Department of Revenue collects the motor fuel tax and
dealer and distributor licenses. The Bureau of Motor
Vehicles handles the revenues received from vehicle
30


















































FIGURE 5 . MOTOR VEHICLE HIGHWAY ACCOUNT
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registrations and licensing, drivers license fees, and title
and transfer fees. The Public Service Commission collects
motor carrier fees and civil penalties relating to highways
are provided by the Auditor of the State. Fifty percent of
the appropriation for the State Police comes from the State
General Fund and goes into the Motor Vehicle Account,
although the specific percentage contributed has varied
considerably over the past years.
Motor fuel taxes paid on fuel purchased for other
than highway use are refunded from the gross receipts of
the Account. Currently, the motor fuel refunds are 2-3
percent of the gross revenues.
Of primary concern is not the gross revenues but the
net amount available for distribution to the State, Counties
and Cities. The net amount available for distribution is
arrived at by a deduction of certain administrative
expenses. These disbursements prior to distribution are
for such things as: the State Police, Office of Traffic
Safety, Department of Public Instruction, Board of Account-
ants, Public Employees Retirement Fund, and the State Office
Building Commission, which all provide supporting or
supplementary service to the function of the State's
roads and highways. After the subtraction of these ex-
penses, the remaining funds constitute the net revenue
available for distribution to the State, County and other
local highway jurisdictions.
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Distribution of the Motor Vehicle Highway Account
The funds available from the Motor Vehicle Highway
Accounts are distributed to the respective jurisdictions
according to a formula specified by the Indiana legis-
lature. This formula currently allocates 53 percent of
the funds available for distribution to the State highway
system, 32 percent to the County highways and 15 percent
to the cities and towns. Because of increasing travel,
the amount distributed from the Account to the jurisdictions
has been growing slightly each year. From 1970 to 1975
the amount distributed to each of these jurisdictions has
increased 1.5 percent per year during this period [43].
The total money apportioned to the counties is dis-
tributed among the counties in the following manner:
5% is distributed on an equal basis,
30% is distributed in proportion to the total
county motor vehicle registrations,
65°5 is distributed in proportion to the total
county highway mileage.
The distribution among the cities and towns is by popul-
ation according to the last preceding U. S. Census.
Special Accounts
The 1969 General Assembly of Indiana passed legislation
to increase the State motor fuel tax by two cents per
gallon. This increased the total fuel tax to eight
cents per gallon. The revenue generated from this two cent
increase was not to go into the Motor Vehicle Highway
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Account but into three separate accounts as discussed below.
In the Highway Road and Street 1'uiul ;i re pl.icoJ .ill
the revenues generated by the two cent fuel tax increase.
The money from this Fund is then divided into two other
accounts before being distributed to the State and County
highway jurisdictions. These two accounts are the Primary
Highway System Special Account and the Local Road and
Street Account.
The Primary Highway System Special Account was
established for engineering, land aquisition, and con-
struction of highway projects for the State Federal-Aid
Primary System. Fifty-five percent of the Highway Road
and Street Fund is deposited into this Account for use
by the State Highway Commission.
The Local Road and Street Account is funded with the
remaining 45 percent of the Highway Road and Street Fund.
This account is to be used exclusively by cities, towns,
and counties for engineering, land aquisition, reconstruc-
tion and construction of the arterial street and road system,
It may also be used for the construction or repair of
bridges. This account is distributed to counties according
to the ratio of passenger car registrations in a county
to total passenger car registrations in the State. The
sub-allocation between the cities within a particular
county is as follows:
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for cities of 50,000 or more
60? by population
40% ratio of city and town mileage to
total county mileage;
for cities of less than 50,000
201 by population
80% ratio of city street mileage to
county road mileage.
Activity in the Motor Vehicle Highway Account
During the period 1971-75 revenues to the Motor
Vehicle Highway Account have increased 7.3 percent. During
this same period the administrative expenses for the Account,
Bureau of Motor Vehicles, State Police, Motor Vehicle In-
spection, Traffic Safety Commission and miscellaneous ex-
penses, have increased a total of 65.6 percent [44]. This
represents rising salary and personnel needs required to ad-
minister the Motor Vehicle Highway Account. Table 4 indicat-
es the magnitude of increase in operating expenses for this
period.
Table 4
Motor Vehicle Highway Account Operating Expenses, 1971-1975
£—
_,_
Source Percent Increase 1971-1975
Bureau of Motor Vehicles 70%
State Police and Motor Vehicle Inspection 65%
Traffic Safety Commission 7%
Motor Fuel Division of Revenue 69%
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The fiscal activity in the Motor Vehicle Highway Account
for 1975 is shown in Table 5. The motor fuel
tax and the motor vehicle license fees contributed
97 percent of the total revenue for this year.
Also of interest is the increase in revenues received
by the State, County and other local highway jurisdictions dur-
ing the last five years which were used for construction and
maintenance of Indiana highways. Table 6 shows the increase
in revenues distributed to these jurisdictions. While
most of this money, used primarily for construction pur-
poses, has increased 7 to 8 percent, the construction cost
index has jumped 5 percent.
Table 6



















Source: Indiana State Highway Commission [45].
The Motor Vehicle Highway Account has been the major
revenue source for State and County highways, roads, and
streets. In addition to these funds there are a number
of supplementary sources of highway revenue. The State
administered highways received an estimated 41 percent of
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Table 5
Fiscal Activity in the Motor Vehicle Highway Account
1975








Purdue-Co. Hwy . Research
Excess PSI Funds
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Disbursements Prior to Distribution
Bureau of Motor Vehicles 12,475.8
State Police and Motor Veh. Inspection 27,488.7
Traffic and Safety Commission 3,095.1

















Source: Indiana State Highway Commission
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their total revenues from Federal funds which are apportion-
ed according to formula from the Federal Highway Trust
Fund [46], • Appendix A summarizes the Federal Aid expendi-
tures to Indiana in recent years. The Motor Vehicle Highway
Account also contributes 80 percent of the total county
highway revenues. County Commissioners are authorized by
the state to establish a "cumulative bridge fund" with the
proceeds of a county-wide property tax levy. This fund
is to be used for maintenance and construction of county
highway bridges. Federal-Aid Secondary Funds are another
source of revenue to the counties. Federal regulations
require one-half of the Federal-Aid Secondary Funds appor-
tioned to the state be made available for county highway
departments for construction on county Federal-Aid routes.
Cities and towns receive 48 percent of their total revenues
from the Motor Vehicle Highway Account. Property tax and
general fund appropriations are the major revenue contri-
butors supplying 49 percent of all street fund [47].
Since its conception in 1937, the Motor Vehicle High-
way Account has served as the major depository for Indiana
highway user revenues. Motor fuel taxes and vehicle regis-




A SURVEY OF STATE HIGHWAY FINANCING IN THE UNITED STATES
To furnish information on the principal sources of
state highway revenue throughout the country and to put
in perspective Indiana's fuel taxation and vehicle reg-
istration policies, a questionnaire survey was conducted
to review the various means used by the other states for
financing their highway system. This chapter is a synopsis
of the results of that survey.
The Questionnaire
The two-page questionnaire sent to the fifty states
was comprised of eleven questions involving state highway
financing. The questions were concerned with the topics
of; state highway revenue sources, gasoline, diesel and
special fuels taxation rates, taxation of fuel used in
governmental vehicles, registration fees for passenger
cars and trucks, and pending or proposed legislation for
increasing highway revenues. The short two-page format,
as opposed to a lengthy survey was designed to make sure
that the questions could be answered in short time and
without much effort.
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A total of 47 states or 94 percent of the State
Highway agencies responded. Appendix B contains a
sample questionnaire and a tabulated summary of replies.
Summary of Responses
As previously mentioned, 47 states responded to the
questionnaire which was much higher than anticipated.
The replies were concise and complete for the most part
and many states provided additional information which
proved extremely useful to this research. In the following
paragraphs the major findings of this survey are discussed.
Sources of State Highway Revenue
The majority of states (83 percent) collect road user
and other miscellaneous tax revenues in a dedicated highway
or road fund. These dedicated funds are used solely for
highway purposes. Some states like Illinois, have initiated
a Transportation Fund supported by highway and general
fund revenues. In this situation, highways compete with
other transportation modes for financing priorities. State
highways relying on state general fund support must vie
for funding, usually on a yearly basis, with all other
governmental priorities. Table 7 indicates the number of




Types of Highway Fund Support - 1976
Type of Fund Number of States
Dedicated Highway Fund 39
Transportation Fund 3
State General Fund 5
The states of Alaska, Delaware, New York, New Jersey,
and Rhode Island are funded through a general fund and
Maryland, Connecticut and Illinois have transportation
funds from which highways receive funding.
Whatever the type of fund utilized by a particular
state, it is of interest to examine the specific sources
of user revenue contributing to these funds. Highway user
tax revenue is the primary source of revenue for all high-
ways. This revenue comes from a variety of origins: motor
fuel tax, registration and license fees, motor carrier fees,
title fees, toll revenue and a number of other miscellaneous
user imposts. The number of states employing a specific
revenue source are tabulated in Table 8, according to the
information supplied by the states.
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Table 8
Specific State Highway Revenue Sources
Source States Employing This Source
Fuel Tax 47
Vehicle Registrations 46
Drivers License, Title, 25
Transfer § Misc. Fees
Motor Carrier Fees 21
Weight Distance Fees 12
Gross Receipts Tax 2
Sales Tax (Vehicles § Parts) 7
Roadside Advertising Fees 8
Cigarette Tax 1
Vehicle Insurance Tax 1
The fuel tax and vehicle registration revenues
account for the major protion of user funds for the state
highways. In Indiana, these two revenues account for an
average of 90 percent of the total user revenues generated
in the state. Consequently, this study examined the
possibility of raising additional revenues by adjusting the
motor fuel tax and vehicle registration and licensing fees.
Table 9 shows the relationships of state and Federal user
taxes as compared to the total receipts for selected state
highways. On the average the motor fuel and motor vehicle
taxes provide state highways with 91 percent of the total








































































































































































highways. Of this 91 percent, 58 percent comes directly
from State collected user revenues and 33 percent comes
from the Federal highway user taxes. The remaining 9
percent comes from the issuance of bonds, general fund
appropriations or miscellaneous receipts.
In summary, most states (83 percent) use the idea of
a dedicated highway fund supported by various highway
user taxes to finance highways. Although fuel tax
and vehicle registration fees provide most of the revenue,
a significant number of states use many additional sources
including sales tax on vehicles and parts to raise
revenues.
Motor Fuel Taxation
Gasoline . The gasoline tax has become the major revenue
for the construction and maintenance of highways. The
most common type of gasoline tax is the flat rate or per
gallon tax. Two other types of taxation are the sales
tax and the ad valorem tax both of which are not commonly
used. Table 10 summarizes the number of states using the




Number of U.S. Average
Type of Tax States rate Range
Per Gallon Tax 47 8<£ 5-114:
Sales Tax 3* 5% 4-6%
Ad Valorem Tax 9 under consideration
All states replying have a per gallon tax on gas-
oline and three states responding indicated an additional
sales tax of 4 to 6 percent*. However, in all cases this
sales tax revenue goes directly to the general fund and is
not set aside for highway purposes. While no states have
implemented an ad valorem tax, several states are ser-
iously considering the possibilities and advantages
such a tax represents.
Figure 6 is a histogram of gasoline tax rates set
by the various states. While the national average is 8
cents, the majority of states (57 percent) have rates set
at either 7 or 9 cents. The range of tax rates is from
a 5 cent per gallon tax in Texas to an 11 cent tax recently
implemented in Connecticut.
It is also of interest to examine the last year in
which a state raised its fuel tax rate. A comparison with
* Although Mississippi, California, and Indiana have a sales
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past records would then reveal any trend toward more
frequent raising of rates to cope with inflationary pres
sures. Table 11 examines the number of states that have
legislated changes within the past three years.
Table 11















14 30% 12 2 6%
Fourteen states or 30 percent of the respondents have
raised their gasoline tax in the past three years. This
information in addition to a study done by the Texas High-
way Department illustrates conclusively that from 1969
to 1976 an unusually large number of states (72 percent)
have increased fuel tax rates. Figure 7 shows this de-
velopment over time. It is also interesting that 18
states, which did not indicate any fuel tax or other
legislation to increase revenues under consideration, con-
veyed the fact that they may fall into serious cash-flow
problems in the next few years. They did mention however,






































revenues and taxation. It can therefore be concluded that
almost all of the state highway agencies are feeling the
pressure of declining tax revenues and increasing inflation
effects. More legislative involvement in the area of
highway finance is needed on a continuing basis if high-
ways are to have adequate revenues.
Diesel Fuel Tax . The responses regarding diesel fuel tax-
ation among the states is tabulated in Table 12. All
states except Vermont have a tax on diesel fuel with
twenty percent of those responding having diesel tax rates
higher than gasoline rates.
Table 12
Diesel Fuel Tax Rates
Diesel Rate Diesel Rate Diesel Rate
Lower Than Same As Higher Than
Gasoline Gasoline Gasoline
Number of States 2 35 10
Average Rate
(cents/gallon) 6.75 8.25 8.58
For those states having a diesel tax higher than gasoline,
the average tax is 9.25 cents with the range between 9
and 10 cents. Two states, Michigan and Oklahoma, have a
diesel tax rate less than their respective gasoline tax
rates. However, Michigan has indicated that an increase
in the diesel fuel rate, making it equal to the gasoline
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rate, should be forthcoming in the next legislative
session. Oklahoma's diesel fuel tax differential is
minute and of no real significant interest.
Seventy-four percent of the states have a diesel fuel
tax rate equal to their current gasoline tax rate. Al-
though there have been many arguments for an increased
diesel fuel tax higher than the gas tax,* the majority of
states choose to tax diesel fuel and gasoline at the
same rate. The question here is, are the highway user costs
being distributed in the most equitable manner among
vehicle types? If two trucks are exactly the same ex-
cept one has a diesel engine and one has a gasoline engine,
the question here becomes: Should the diesel truck pay
more tax on fuel because it travels further on one gallon
than the gasoline truck? Each state must examine its dis-
tribution of the cost burden to determine if a diesel fuel
tax differential is applicable.
Special Fuels . Those fuels other than gasoline which are
used in motor vehicles are commonly referred to as special
fuels. In 1974, these special fuels accounted for 9 per-
cent of the total gallonage of motor fuel subject to state
taxation. In this study special fuels will refer to those
fuels other than gasoline or diesel fuel, which are used
in highway travel. There are seven states which do not
* See Thomas R. Swartz, "The Economics of the Diesel Fuel
Tax Differential", Highway Research Record No. 285 , High-
way Research Board.
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tax special fuels but six of these states tax diesel fuel.
The special fuels are usually taxed at a rate slightly less
than that of diesel fuels, although not enough states
responded to this portion of the question to provide any
statistics. Seventeen states tax gasoline, diesel, and
special fuels at the same rate. Thirteen states indicated
they had current or pending legislation in their state
regarding diesel and special fuels tax rates.
Fuel Tax For Governmental Vehicles . Twenty-nine states
or 63 percent responding have state and local governmental
vehicles pay the state gasoline tax. Indiana does not
currently require state and local vehicles to pay the state
fuel tax. However, the number of vehicles this taxation
would involve is small and would not generate any sign-
ificant revenues.
Registration Fees
As mentioned previously, one of the principal sources
of highway user revenue is the motor vehicle registration.
To examine more closely the rates and types of fees
other states are presently using, questions were asked
regarding automobile and truck registrations.
Automobile Registration Fees . In order to provide equit-
able distribution of the road user costs a number of
different criteria are used by the various states as the
basis for automobile registration. The most popular basis
for registration continues to be the flat fee. This means
51
there is one flat fee charged regardless of size, weight,
or value of the vehicle. Figure 8 shows the flat fees
used by selected states. Nineteen states in all have a
basic flat fee for automobile registration. The national
average flat fee is $14.28 per year with a low of $3.00
per year in Louisiana and a high of $32.00 per year in
Vermont. The percentages of states using fees other than
flat fees are shown in Table 15.
Table 15
Automobile Registration Criterion
Fee Basis Percentage of States Fee for a
Using this Basis Typical Vehicle*
Flat Fee 391 $14.28
Empty Weight 28 21 .91
Age and Empty 7 24.56
Weight
Other Combinations 26 31.54
*Source: Highway Statistics, 1974
Although the flat fee is the most popular registration
basis it yields the lowest revenue for a typical vehicle
when compared to other basis for registration. The more
complex the registration criteria, the greater revenues
it seems to bring in, sometimes twice as much as the flat
rates. It is very difficult to compare registration fees
on an equal basis as each state follows what it considers
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Truck and Tractor-Trailer Registration
Since the construction and maintenance cost of high-
ways increases with the load they must support, any extra
costs should be assessed to the heavier vehicles. It is
for this reason that most trucks or truck-trailer com-
binations are registered by a flat fee plus an additional
fee proportional to some truck weight criteria. The gross
weight of the vehicle is the usual method of determining
these costs. Seventy percent of the states use gross
weight as the criterion for registration, however, axle
weight, unladen or empty weight, age and rated capacity
are used in various combinations in other states. The
myriad of different regulations regarding single-unit,
tractor trucks and semitrailers by the various states
makes a realistic comparison difficult. An excellent
summary of truck registration fees for each state can be
found in Highway Statistics
,
published by the U. S. Dep-
artment of Transportation.
Efforts to Raise Additional Revenue
In response to the question on additional revenue
many states mentioned various possible revenue sources
and taxation policies. Many of these additional user
taxation policies represent the reflection of current
economic and social pressures. Such policies must be
fully evaluated by decision makers before they are
adopted as an additional revenue source. However, after
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careful evaluation, these revenue sources may provide ad-
ditional revenue or substitutes for traditional revenue
sources.
One case of note is the ad valorem taxation of fuel.
States such as Oregon, Utah, California, and Alabama along
with others, are proposing in various forms, an escalating,
sliding or ad valorem tax to be placed on motor fuel. This
type of fuel tax keeps pace with inflationary pressure and
provides additional needed revenues without the delays
sometimes encountered through legislative channels. As this
subject warrants a more detailed discussion, the feasi-
bility of an ad valorem tax is explored in Chapter V. In
Table 14 are summarized some of the additional revenue
types mentioned by a selected group of states.
Commentary
This section is designed to respond to one question;
how well do the present Indiana taxation policies regarding
highways compare to those of other states? The answers
to this question are important because they will indicate
the possible courses of action that Indiana can undertake
to meet its needed additional revenue for state highway
financing.
The per gallon fuel tax rate for motor fuels in
Indiana is compared with the national averages in Table 15.
Although Indiana's fuel tax rates are close to the national
average, it is still possible to raise additional revenues
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Table 14
Noteworthy Sources of Highway Revenue-Selected States
State Observation of Interest
Hawaii A 10 cents per 100 cubic inch engine
displacement tax will soon become law,
Illinois Passenger car registration is a flat
fee which is based upon two horse-
power groupings.
Indiana A 4 percent sales tax is placed on
gasoline but no funds go specifically
to highways
.
Iowa A 3 percent use tax is placed on the
sale of new and used vehicles. In
1975 the state highways received
$36.7 million from this source.
Kentucky This state has a surtax (2cents/gal
.
)
on motor fuel consumed by vehicles
having three or more axles.
Mississippi A 5 percent sales tax is placed on
the retail price of gasoline. Again,
all funds go into the general fund.
Oregon Electric vehicles are registered
separately from internal combustion
engines. Registration fee is $50.00
for two years
.
Wyoming This state is fortunate enough to
receive over $12 million per year for
state highways from mineral royalties
,
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through increased fuel taxation in Indiana. In fact
Indiana, along with 56 percent of the states who have re-
cently or are studying the questions of increasing costs,
must seriously consider alternatives to increase its high-
way revenues. Chapter VI will establish this need for
additional revenues in more detail.
Table 15











Gasoline and diesel fuel rates for selected states
are shown in Figure 9. There is no direct correlation
between total state mileage and the rate at which motor
fuel is taxed. The motor fuel tax rate correlates with
the responsibilities given and the services provided
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Indiana's automobile registration fee is currently
a flat $12.25 per year. Additionally, an excise tax is
placed on all passenger cars, motorcycles and trucks with
a declared gross weight not exceeding 11,000 pounds, and is
paid with the registration fee. This excise tax is in lieu
of personal property tax on motor vehicles. The revenues
generated by the excise tax do not go for highway support
but are general fund revenues. Table 16 shows registration
fees for a typical vehicle in Indiana and surrounding states.
Table 17 represents a summary of motor vehicle regis-
tration fees for tractor- trailers , semi- trailers and com-
binations for selected states. The wide variation in fees
among the several states can be noted. The reason for this
variation is the method used by the states in determining
the user tax distribution, ^any factors such as total mileage,
vehicle miles of travel, and how each jurisdiction is funded
are all important in determining equitable taxation policies
for any particular state.
In general Indiana has the second lowest motor truck
registration fees among the six midwestern states. It should
be noted, however, that Ohio imposes an additional fee on the
basis of ton miles. Therefore it appears that the motor
truck registration fees in Indiana can be increased consider-
ably to raise additional revenues.
In Table 18 is shown a comparison of state highway user
Table 16
Summary of State Automobile Registration Fee Schedules
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Fee Basis Approximate Range Fee ForTypical
From To Vehicle
Illinois
Horsepower Groups $18.00 $30.00 $30.00
Indiana
Flat Fee Plus 12.25 12.25 12.25
Excise Tax 12.00 400.00 36.00
Kentucky
Flat Fee 12.50 12 .50 12.50
Michigan
Empty Weight 12.00 26.95 19.25
Ohio
Flat Fee 10.50 10.50 10.50
Wisconsin
Flat Fee 18.00 18.00 18.00
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revenues for each state as a percentage of total highway
user revenues. Nationally, motor vehicle registration fees
account for 27.8 percent of the total highway user taxes.
Indiana's registration fees account for only 20.4 percent
of its total highway user revenue. In Indiana it can also
be seen that motor fuel taxes account for much more of
the total revenue than is the national average. It can
be concluded that Indiana registration and motor carrier
fees should be adjusted upwards to comply with national
averages. This Table becomes an important reference for
Chapter 6, which provides alternative taxing proposals.
Table 19 provides information regarding mileage and
percentages of revenue distributed to each highway juris-
diction. In many cases the mileage in the state system
receives the largest portion of the user revenue, over
50 percent. While this seems inequitable at first,
further examination reveals that state mileage, though
small, consists of high volume, high speed facilities
which carry the majority of the total vehicle miles of
travel. In addition, many State Highway Departments
provide assistance and services to County and Local juris-
dictions which may not have the technical expertise or
the facilities required for certain situations.
Another comparison of interest is the expenditures
per vehicle mile of travel for state highway maintenance.
Figure 10 shows the expenditures per 1000 vehicle miles of




































































































































































































FIGURE 10. EXPENDITURES PER VEHICLE
MILE OF TRAVEL FOR MAINTEN-
. ANCE ON ROADS UNDER STATE
JURISDICTION .
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of the Midwest states in this catagory with an average
expenditure of 1.25 dollars per 1000 vehicle miles of
travel. The U.S. average is 1.79 dollars per 1000
vehicle miles of travel and only Kentucky exceeds this
average in the Midwest.
In summary, what all these comparisons show is that
Indiana may increase its user tax fees, at least to the
national averages, and possihly raise additional revenues






The mainstay of the highway revenue structure since
the conception of highway user financing, has been the tax
on fuel consumed in motor vehicles operated on public high-
ways. It is generally felt that taxation on the basis of
fuel consumption distributes the costs of providing high-
ways in an equitable manner. The highway cost per vehicle
mile of travel can be roughly measured by the amount of
tax paid per gallon of fuel consumed. However, since all
vehicles are not exactly the same in regard to weight and
fuel efficiency, the states have adopted some supplementary
taxation on heavier vehicles to compensate for these de-
ficiencies in the motor fuel tax alone. In most cases
this supplementary tax takes the form of annual taxes
based on the declared gross weight of the vehicles.
Traditionally, highway user taxes are established
as fixed rates rather than variable or escalating. The
difficulty with fixed rate structure is that it does not
self-adjust to inflationary pressures but require legis-
lative action to change rates. Legislative action re-
sponding to inflationary pressure and needs in the
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highway sector has been slow in the past. It is felt that
some self-adjusting form of taxation is needed for high-
way financing [49]. This type of taxation would "auto-
matically" provide additional highway revenue as costs
increased but without subjecting legislative bodies to
frequent proposals for increased fuel taxation.
At the present time, eighteen states are considering
increasing their fuel tax rates. Nine states are seriously
considering an ad valorem tax to replace the present per
gallon tax structure. This type of taxation is sometimes
referred to as an escalating or sliding-scale tax and
would function much like a sales tax tied to the retail
price of gasoline. Unlike general funds which have the
ability to fluctuate in accordance with rises and falls in
the state's economy, highway user taxes are affected by
more permanent conditions having long term effects. For
this reason any recommendations for increased revenue
should provide a long term solution rather than merely
satisfying the immediate needs. The ad valorem tax is
capable of accomplishing this objective. It solves the
problems of periodically asking the legislature for an ad-
ditional tax increase when costs reach the point where the
highways cannot function without supplementary revenues.
While general funds support and periodic one and two cent
increases are seen as temporary solutions, the ad valorem
tax provides a long term solution to highway financing.
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The workings of the ad valorem taxing scheme are
easily understandable. In lieu of the present per gallon
State tax on motor fuel, a sliding tax is imposed which
varies in direct relationship to the retail price per gal-
lon. This tax is then an ad valorem tax similar in nature
to the State's sales tax but it applies only to motor fuel.
This ad valorem tax can be computed every six months
by the State based on the "weighted average retail sales
price" of motor fuel sold within the State. The State
may determine this weighted retail price by a statewide
sampling and survey technique designed to reflect the
average selling price, exclusive of Federal and State
taxes. To provide the minimum funds needed and to prevent
windfall profits, a minimum and maximum tax rate per gallon
can be set (i.e. 9<£ and 12tf). The percentage that would
be applied to the weighted average sales price can be de-
termined according to the highway needs but subject to
legislative approval. Collection of revenue will be ex-
actly the same as with the present fuel tax.
The following illustrative example shows one pro-
cedure how an ad valorem tax could be applied. Assuming
the Department of Revenue conducted a survey during the
second quarter of fiscal year 1976, and found the average
fuel price to be 67 cents per gallon. The tax per gallon
on motor fuel for the third and fourth quarters of fiscal
year 1976 could be computed in the following manner:
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6 7 <f minus existing State tax of 8<fr, minus existing
Federal tax of 4<fr,
= 5 5<£ This is the average weighted price .
Assuming an ad valorem tax of 20% legislated on this
weighted price,
201 of 55<f is ll<f per gallon tax , that can be levied
for the next two quarters of the fiscal year.
This 11 cents per gallon tax would replace the 8 cent tax
and be collected from the distributors by the Department
of Revenue in the same fashion as the previous 8 cent per
gallon tax was collected. In the fourth quarter of fiscal
year 1979, the Department of Revenue would again take a state-
wide sample and compute a new tax per gallon for the first
six months of fiscal 1980 [50]. It should be noted that, in-
stead of converting the ad valorem tax into cents per gallon
rate, it can be collected directly as a percent sales tax.
The ad valorem tax would have the following long range
advantages:
1) It would be compatible with and take advantage of
methods and procedures presently utilized for the
collection of fuel taxes.
2) It would provide a tax base that increases as the
price per gallon of fuel increases, meaning an
offsetting of inflationary effects and compensat-
ing for reduced fuel consumption.
3) It offers maximum and minimum limits per gallon
thereby insuring no great loses or windfall profits.
4) It minimizes the confusion to dealer, distributor,
and government by operating with as little change
as possible to present laws, rules and regulations
regarding motor fuel tax collections.
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While there are many obvious long range advantages to
the ad valorem taxation policy, some disadvantages to this
type of taxation are also apparent. The major disadvantages
are
:
1) A California State Highway Tax Study Commission had
this to say about the ad valorem tax;
The proponents of an ad valorem tax see it as
a solution to the escalating cost of building and
maintaining streets and highways. They assume that
the price of fuel will rise at least as fast as
other costs, but this isn't necessarily true,
because the price of oil is highly controlled, both
within the United States and through actions of
foreign governments
.[ 51]
2) Revenues should increase as travel and the corres-
ponding demands on the highway system increase. This is how
the present tax structure operates. But on what conceptual
basis can it be argued that fuel taxes for highways should
go up simply because fuel prices go up?
3) This third disadvantage is not one of method but
rather of implementation. The proposal of a percentage tax
of 20 to 30 percent is embarassingly high to legislative
bodies. Resistance to any such wording or indication of
taxes of such magnitude would be legislatively unworkable.
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It can also be argued that the price of fuel, if
used as an economic index or indicator of general price
trends, can provide a valid base for highway revenues.
Petroleum based products are heavily used in highway main-
tenance and construction and therefore highway costs are
influenced to a significant extent on the price of these
products. Accordingly, it appears that fuel cost gives a
good indication about the cost trend in highway industry.
Specific Proposals By Two States
Some nine states are considering specific legislation
regarding an ad valorem fuel tax. Because of this growing
interest in ad valorem taxation, two specific proposals
from Washington and Utah are presented in the following
pages.
The Washington Proposal*
In 1975, both Houses of the Washington State Legis-
lature passed Senate Bill Number 2158, otherwise known as
the "variable fuel tax bill". This bill was designed to
provide a revenue base for State and local highway programs
which responds to inflationary pressures. To achieve this
purpose the fuel tax would be set at 20 percent of the
weighted average retail fuel price which included
* Information was obtained through correspondence with the
Washington State Highway Commission.
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Federal tax but excluded State tax. A number of provisos
were included in the bill which allowed deviation from the
20 percent in order to retain a reasonably stable revenue
base. The provisos related to upper and lower limits as
follows
:
1. The tax rate could be no lower than 9 cents per
gallon (this is the current rate)
.
2. The tax rate could be no lower than a rate
which, when applied to estimated consumption
for the fiscal year, would generate the same
revenue as received in fiscal year 1973, plus
5% compounded annually.
3. The tax rate could be no more than 12 cents
per gallon.
4. The tax rate could be no more than a rate
which, when applied to estimated consumption
for the biennium, would produce fuel tax
revenues sufficient to fund biennial highway
appropriations in combination with other
highway revenues.
5. The tax rate prevailing in one quarter would
not be lowered in the subsequent quarter
unless the updated projection of revenue at
the prevailing rate would exceed the ap-
propriation limit mentioned in 4, above.
(This proviso was included to minimize ex-
cessive quarterly rate fluctuations which would
otherwise be likely)
.
Although this bill had generated much support, it was
vetoed by the Governor and never implemented.
The Utah Proposal
The problem of financing the Utah Department of Trans-
portation has dramatically taken a turn for the worse in
current years, and projected revenues versus needs looks
even worse. For Fiscal Year 1978, Utah
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estimated expenditures will exceed revenue by 18.3 million
dollars and the same comparison for 1932 indicates expendi-
tures will exceed revenue by 32.8 million dollars. These
figures include a moderate construction program and con-
tinued maintenance at its present level of service. These
expenditure figures are also based on an anticipated
inflation growth of 7.5 percent which ':hey have estimated
from a composite of Construction Cost Index, Consumer
Price Index and the Implicit Price Deflator Index. The
conditions creating this problem were seen to be the
reduction of motor fuel consumption, inflation and ap-
propriations to other state agencies.*
Although various alternatives were evaluated, it
was felt that the ad valorem or sliding tax on motor fuel
provides the best compensation regarding the factors of
inflation and reduced fuel consumption. At the same time,
only this alternative provides the magnitude of additional
highway user funds needed by the Department.
The sliding or ad valorem tax on motor fuel and
soecial fuels would replace the present 7 cents per
gallon tax on motor fuel in the state. This ad valorem
tax would be computed every six months and would be
based on the average retail sales price minus State and
Federal taxes of motor fuel sold within the State.
* Taken from "Recommendation for Ad Valorem Tax", Utah
Department of Transportation, Office of Policy and
Systems Planning, June 8, 1976.
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The tax rate was set at 20 percent since this percentage
would provide the magnitude of funds needed by the Depart-
ment. This proposal is still under consideration.
The Utah proposal is very similar to the Washington
proposal with the exception of a few refinements. The
re-evaluation of the tax situation only two times per year
is seen to be more reasonable then 4 times per year
as proposed by Washington. This has the advantage of
simplifying the procedure of tax calculations making
ad valorem taxation that much more attractive.
While nine states are studying the implementation
of the ad valorem tax for motor fuel, the Pennsylvania
and Delaware legislators have just rejected escalating
tax peoposals in 1975. The Pennsylvania escalating tax
bill called for a 30 percent tax on the total retail fuel
price and was defeated in both 1973 and 1975. Although it
has not yet been recognized by the legislatures, the idea
of ad valorem taxation can help in solving the highway
revenue problems in Indiana and other states across the
nation.
If the ad valorem fuel tax can be made legislatively
acceptable, the benefits of increased highway revenues
would help many states now struggling with inadequate
financing. While not perfect in all aspects, this type of
taxation increases highway revenues in periods of inflation
within prescribed limits set by law.
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CHAPTER VI
PROJECTED INDIANA HIGHWAY REVENUES
This chapter explores the ways in which Indiana has
been affected by inflation and decreased fuel consumption
along with how these factors will influence forecasted
revenues.
The highway user revenues were forecasted to the year
1995 on the basis of future state population, per capita
personal income, vehicle miles of travel and alternate
taxing assumptions. Some alternative proposals for in-
creasing revenues were also prepared as examples of
methods to increase highway funds.
Indiana Highway Needs
There is currently a comprehensive needs study in pro-
gress for Indiana highways. Highway needs will not be ac-
curately known until the ongoing study is completed, but as
needs will most likely rise each year, the search for methods
to increase highway revenues will be of utmost importance.
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State Highway Revenue Forecasting Methodology
The forecasting of state highway revenue for the next
twenty years (1975-1995) estimates the foreseeable high-
way user revenues available to Indiana highways . The
variables which affect generated revenues, such as vehicle
miles of travel, vehicles per capita and Indiana popula-
tion growth, were all considered when future revenues were
projected. The population forecast is the basic element to
the methodology. Both the motor fuel tax revenue and
vehicle registration fees were estimated from this start-
ing point and were then summed together to obtain total
highway user revenue estimates. This methodology is sum-
marized in Figure 11 which shows the interrelationships
between the different estimates and how they were combined
to estimate total user revenues. Appendix C contains the
computer program designed for highway revenue projection
in Indiana. The following pages discuss in detail the
development of the forecasting proceedure.
Population
The forecast of Indiana population growth was input to
both vehicle registration and vehicle miles of travel pro-
jections. To forecast the population, the Cohort Survival
Method of population projection was used. This is a demo-
graphic technique which analyzes changes in the components
of population change: births, deaths, and migration. This
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migration to derive the future population. The projections
are made by age-sex groupings. The actual five year age -sex
groups were taken from the 1970 U.S. Census.
Three main projection series are presented in this
report. All three series start with an estimated July 1,
1970 population and assume a slight reduction in future
mortality. A five year net migration of 32,500 persons into
Indiana was estimated from past historical trends and was
used as input to the population projections. These three
population series differ only in their assumptions con-
cerning future fertility rates. The ultimate levels of
completed cohort fertility (average number of lifetime
births per woman), taken from Bureau of the Census were
as follows [52 ]
:
Series I -2.7
Series II - 2.1
Series III - 1.7
Alternative assumptions were made about the course of
fertility because of the difficulty of ascertaining the
number of future births, even in the short run. These as-
sumptions were believed to provide a reasonable range, as
no one series is likely to depict the future course of
fertility for an extended period. Social, economic, and
other factors which affect fertility are neither fully
understood nor easily predicted.
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The Cohort Survival Method produced the population












1980 5.737 5.626 5.537
1985 6.134 5.901 5.723
1990 6.547 6.171 5.896
1995 6.904 6.388 6.019
Figure 12 shows a graphical comparison of the three
series with series I and II projecting the high and low
populations respectively. The Bureau of Census states that
ideally Series II could be described as "most likely" or
"appearing to be a reasonable choice" [53] . Series II
assumes an ultimate cohort fertility rate at the replace-
ment figure of 2.1. The projections give a range of approx
imately a million persons by 1995 with a Series II projec-



























The second piece of information needed to
project motor vehicle registration is the number of vehicles
per capita. Since 1948 the number of vehicles per capita
in Indiana has been steadily rising at an average rate of
10 percent per year. However, this trend is not expected to
continue. Bottiny [54] and others studying vehicle owner-
ship and vehicle saturation trends, indicate a stabiliza-
tion of vehicles per capita as saturation approaches. This
was taken into account in the projection of vehicles per
capita and a limiting value of .750 was chosen on the basis
of past research done in this field [55] . Figure 13 shows a
power curve fit to existing data on vehicles per capita with
a limiting value of .750 for vehicles per capita by 1995.
The equation developed to predict vehicles per capita is
given below:
Where
Y = .75 -.00459 (95-X) 1.11
Y = projected vehicles per capita for a
desired year up to 1995.
X = the last two digits of the desired
year
Table 22 gives the projected ratios of vehicles per
capita to be used as input to vehicle registration pro-
jections for each five years.
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Projection of Indiana Vehicles Per Capita, 1980-1995





Vehicle Miles of Travel
Vehicle miles of travel in Indiana determines the
fuel consumption in the State. From the projected
vehicle miles of travel the amount of motor fuel tax
revenue was estimated on the basis of certain assump-
tions regarding population and per capita income. A
regression equation was developed to predict the
vehicle miles of travel and the best equation obtain-
ed is shown below:
Wh e r e
:
Y = -30.494 + .008299 X, + (.0034776 X.)
(F = 217.09)
Y = statewide vehicle miles of travel
X, = projected population
X
?




The R value for this regression was .96. Population and
per capita income were found to be the most significant
variables for estimating future vehicle miles of travel.
Population inputs were forecasted by the Cohort Survival
Method and per capita income was projected by a regression
equation developed from historical data. Indiana per
capita income has been rising steadily since 1954 and
averages 10 percent increase per year. The regression
equation developed for per capita income was:
Y = (-200398.15 + 104. 43X)
Where: < F = 238 ' 87 )
Y = per capita income (in 1975 dollars)
X = the desired year
2
The R value for this regression was .91. Table 23 pre-
sents the adjusted per capita income projections for the
twenty year period. The per capita income in 1975 dollars




Adjusted Per Capita Income Projections
Year Adjusted Per Capita Income (1975 dollars)





Given the projected values of population and per
capita income, vehicle miles of travel is estimated for the
three population alternatives. The projected vehicle miles
of travel for high, medium and low population alternatives
are shown in Figure 14. These projections vary from a high
of 54.5 billion miles to a low of 47.88 billion miles with
a medium projection of 50.12 billion vehicle miles of
travel
.
Estimated State Highway User Revenue
As previously illustrated, the two major sources of
highway user revenue, registration fees and motor fuel tax,
must be forecast to obtain estimates of the total highway
























Motor Vehicle Registration Fees
The total number of motor vehicle registrations in
Indiana is expected to increase to almost 1.6 million
vehicles by 1995. Consequently, motor vehicle registration
fees will increase by almost 30 million dollars assuming no
change in the present fee structure. Table 23 shows the
five year motor vehicle registrations and revenues assuming
the present fee structure remains unchanged. Figure 15
illustrates the relationship between the high, low and med-
ium assumptions concerning vehicle registrations derived
from population and vehicle per capita estimates. By
converting these registrations into total registration fees
paid, the range of possible future revenues is developed as
shown in Figure 16.
Motor Fuel Tax Revenue
Vehicle miles of travel in Indiana were estimated to
increase to an estimated 50 billion vehicle miles by 1995.
A summary of vehicle miles of travel under varying assump-
tions are shown by five year intervals in Table 24
,
The net motor fuel tax revenue was easily projected
knowing the vehicle miles of travel, average miles per
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Table 24
Estimated Indiana Vehicle Miles of Travel
1980 - 1995 (billions of miles)
Year
Vehicle Miles of Travel
High Medium Low
1980 39.4 38.4 37.8
1985 44.7 42.5 41.1
1990 49.8 46.7 44.3
1995 54.5 50.1 47.9
The estimation of the change in average miles per
gallon was difficult to estimate for future years. The
long run trend has been toward less miles per gallon and
currently stands at 12.15 miles per gallon as an average
for all vehicle types. However, this trend may be reversed
by current emphasis on fuel economy in the production of
new automobiles. The rates used in the motor fuel revenue
forecasts are shown in Table 25. Scenario I which is the
low alternative assumed 12.15 m.p.g. for the twenty year
period. The medium and high alternatives assumed an in
creasing fleet mix m.p.g. to an ultimate 1995 limit of 15
and 20 miles per gallon respectively. Figure 17 shows the
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Once the miles per gallon estimates were establish-
ed and the vehicle miles of travel projected the motor
fuel revenues for each alternative were calculated. The
estimated vehicle miles of travel multiplied by a fuel
consumption alternative yielded the State total gallons
of motor fuel consumed. The total gallonage of fuel was
then multiplied by an assumed fuel tax rate to give es-
timated gross fuel tax revenues. The net fuel tax revenues
were computed by subtraction of motor fuel refunds (evap-
oration, spillage and non-highway use tax compensation)
from the gross fuel tax revenues. These refunds were
estimated as 3 percent of the gross receipts arrived at
from analysis of past data. The motor fuel tax revenues
were estimated for alternative assumptions in the
following manner:
if Y = net fuel tax revenues
Then: Y = V^Rj -
. 03 (V^IL)
Where: V, = estimated vehicle miles of travel
C, = fuel consumption alternative
R, = assumed tax rate
Table 26 contains calculated motor fuel tax revenues
for one combination of assumptions which yielded a 1995
fiscal motor fuel tax revenue of 306 million dollars. This
was calculated on the basis of low vehicle miles of travel,
an 8 cent per gallon fuel tax, and the exisiting 12.15 miles
per gallon fuel consumption. This example shows only one of


























































































































































Total Highway User Revenues
Motor vehicle registration fees and motor fuel tax
revenues have historically comprised about 90 percent of
the total Indiana highway user revenues. This represents
an average percentage, as the actual percentages change
slightly each year. For projection purposes, registration
and fuel tax revenues were estimated as 90 percent of total
revenues, which is close to the national average of 89.6
percent.
The methodology used, in this study, to obtain the
total State highway user revenues is to sum the motor
vehicle registration fees and motor fuel taxes developed
in the previous sections and add 10 percent for miscellaneous
highway user revenues. This extra 10 percent represents
revenues from motor fuel and motor vehicle related taxes
such as distributor licenses and vehicle transfer fees and
also includes motor carrier fees and other miscellaneous
revenues. Table 27 is an example of how the total highway
user revenue can vary with different assumptions of vehicle
miles of travel. In this Table, as before, the fuel tax
is eight cents, the miles per gallon are estimated at
12.15 and the three vehicle miles of travel assumptions


































































































































































































are possible, but this example varies from 430 million
dollars to 490 million dollars in 1995 using low and high
vehicle miles of travel estimates respectively.
Alternatives for Increasing User Revenues
The majority of the states across the nation are in
agreement in one aspect of highway financing; increased costs
and decreasing revenues make it necessary to economize, and
increase efficiency and productivity in every aspect of
highway planning, design, operation and maintenance. No
matter what decisions are reached concerning additional
revenues for highways in Indiana in the coming years, it
will be necessary for the State to carefully budget its
resources and attempt higher productivity and effectiveness.
At the same time it may be necessary to review and modify
the financing policy related to State highways. In this
regard several alternatives can be evaluated: (A) repro-
portion the existing highway revenue sources to conform
with national averages, (B) utilize an ad valorem or flat
per gallon tax to increase motor fuel revenues and (C) re-
proportion the existing highway user revenues, and increase
the fuel tax revenues by an ad valorem tax.
In the following pages each of the alternatives are dis-
cussed in detail with sample computations for 1976. These
computations show the additional revenue generated by each
example if it were in force during 1976.
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Example A
Example A adjusts the components of highway user
revenue, exclusive of motor fuel tax, to conform with the
national averages. The motor fuel tax is retained at the





Motor Fuel Gallonage Tax $249,285 72.2% 61.8%
(8* Tax)
Motor Fuel Other Receipts 2,134 0.6 0.5
(8* Tax)
Motor Vehicle Regis. Fees
Other Motor Vehicle Fees
Motor Carrier Taxes
Miscellaneous Fees
TOTALS $345,361 100% 100%
Reproportioning Indiana's revenue for motor vehicle regis-
tration fees to the U.S. average of 27.8 percent the fol-
lowing figure is obtained:
Increase in amount of revenue for motor vehicle
registration fees equals,
((249, 285/. 618)* .278 - 70,722)*1000 = 41.416 millions
It should be noted that the percentages of other sources of
revenue also change accordingly. For example, the motor fuel







If registration fees are to yield the additional 41.416
million dollars as shown, fees will have to be raised
58.6 percent. As truck registration fees in Indiana are
low when compared with other midwestern states, it would
be conceivable that trucks be assigned a greater portion
of the cost burden than automobiles. Further study of this
cost allocation may be needed if motor vehicle fees are to be
increased.
The catagory of "Other Motor Vehicle Fees" includes
operators and chauffers permit fees, certificate of title
fees and other miscellaneous fees. Reproportioning Indiana's
revenue for this item to the U.S. average of 6.3 percent
results in a needed increase of 10.528 million dollars.
This means a 70.7 percent increase is needed in the present
fee schedule. As for example, the basic operator's license
fee would be increased from the present 5 dollars (for 4
years) to 8.50 dollars.
If motor carrier tax revenue were reproportioned to
the U.S. average of 1.6 percent they would need to con-
tribute 6.454 million dollars additionally. To obtain
this increase fees should be raised 450 percent.
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Example B
Example B assumes a change in the fuel tax by either
a 1 cent per gallon increase or an ad valorem tax of 20
percent placed on motor fuel. The ad valorem tax would re-
place any existing state fuel tax. The rate of 20 percent
ad valorem tax is used as an example only.
—
INDIANA U.S.
Example B-l C$1000) Pet . Pet.












Motor Vehicle Regis. Fees 70,722 20.4 27.8
Other Motor Vehicle Fees 14,885 4.3 6.3
Motor Carrier Taxes 1,435 0.4 1.6
Miscellaneous Fees 6,900 2.0 2.0
TOTALS (9* tax) 376,789 100% 100%
Example B-2
Motor Fuel Ad Valorem Tax
(In lieu of existing Tax)
(20% of [retail price -4* Fed
Motor Fuel Other Receipts
Motor Vehicle Regis. Fees
Other Motor Vehicle Fees
Motor Carrier Taxes
Miscellaneous Fees











As shown in the preceding figures, the 20 percent
ad valorem tax on motor fuel translates into an equivalent
one cent per gallon increase. However, the advantage of
the ad valorem tax resides in its ability to self-adjust
to inflationary trends while the flat per gallon tax often
takes much time and effort to effect legislatively.
Example C
This example combines an ad valorem fuel tax with




Motor Fuel Gallonage Tax
(20% Ad Valorem Tax)
Motor Fuel Other Receipts
(20% Ad Valorem Tax)
Motor Vehicle Regis. Fees
Other Motor Vehicle Fees
Motor Carrier Taxes
Miscellaneous Fees
Total (20% Ad Valorem Tax) 376,789 100% 100%
Reproportioning Indiana's revenue for motor vehicle resistra-
tion fees to the U.S. average of 27.8 percent the following
figure is obtained:
Increase in amount of revenue for motor vehicle
registration fees equals,
((280, 446/. 618)* .278 - 70,722)*1000 = 55.44 millions
It should be noted that the percentages of other sources
of revenue also change accordingly.
INDIANA U.S.








If registration fees are to yield the additional 55.44
million dollars as calculated, fees would have to be raised
78.4 percent. As stated in example A, the distribution of
cost between automobiles and trucks needs further study.
Evidence suggests however, that the current truck registration
fees are conspicuously low compared to other states.
As before, "Other Motor Vehicle Fees" (operators and
chauffers permit fees, etc.) would be reproportioned to
U.S. averages. To do this an additional 13.70 million
dollars would be needed which means a 92.1 percent increase
in fees. For example, the basic operator's license fee
would be increased from the present 5 dollars (for 4 years)
to 9.60 dollars. Motor carrier fees would need to con-
tribute an additional 5.826 million dollars meaning a 406
percent increase in fees.
The implications of these examples for Indiana highways
are examined in the following chapter with estimated addition-




Highway travel will continue to be the dominant mode
of transportation in the United States for the next twenty-
years. Indiana's highway system will experience increas-
ing demands by motor vehicles as both the number of auto-
mobiles and miles of travel are estimated to increase. To
meet these demands on the system, those involved with the
financing and taxation policies related to Indiana highways,
must actively pursue ways to raise additional highway re-
venues. Problems of double-digit inflation, decreasing
fuel consumption, increased emphasis on alternate transit
modes, and a backlog of existing highway needs, will all
cause serious revenue and cash-flow problems for highways
.
Many states currently need large general fund support to
help match Federal-Aid funds for highway construction.
While this may provide adequate short-run revenues, it is
clear that legislative priorities will demand that these
general funds be channeled to other governmental functions.
Clearly, a more permanent solution must be sought.
One of the possible long-run solutions to in-
adequate highway revenues caused by cost increases and high
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inflation can be ad valorem motor fuel tax. This type of
tax, functioning much like a general sales tax, has the
ability to keep pace with rising highway costs as revenues
increase with gasoline prices.
While the flat per gallon tax has traditionally been
the mainstay for state fuel taxation, the inability of this
type of tax to keep pace with rapid inflation has caused
much concern. In this connection the following facts
may be considered:
(1) In 1969, the 8 cent per gallon fuel tax amounted
to 23 percent of the nominal pump price of .3480
cents per gallon.*
(2) Assuming fuel consumption and vehicle miles of
travel continue at the same rate as today,
this same 8 cents per gallon will produce 348
million dollars in 1995.
(3) If an ad valorem tax of only 20 percent [see (1)
above] were placed on motor fuel, it would pro-
duce 740 million dollars assuming retail fuel
prices rise at 3 percent per year.
This example illustrates the powerful application of an
ad valorem tax in situations where any inflation is
thought to adversely affect future revenues.
Concluding this research the three examples for in-
creasing highway user revenues previously introduced are
summarized, with recommendations for future legislation to
adequately support Indiana's highways.
* Figure taken from Interagency Task Force on Motor Vehicle
Goals Beyond 1980, Marketing and Mobility , March 1976,
Table 2-36. U.S. Department of Transportation.
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Summary of Example A
Example A assumes retention of the present 8 cents per
gallon fuel tax with the remaining components of highway
user revenue adjusted to the same proportion as the U.S.
averages. Registration fees are increased from 20.4 per-
cent of total highway user taxes to the national average
of 27.8 percent. Motor Carrier fees are adjusted from 0.4
percent to Indiana's total highway user taxes to the na-
tional 1.6 percent and Motor Vehicle Other fees are ad-
justed from 4.3 to 6.3 percent. Table 28 summarizes the
increases that example A proposes. Table 29 shows the
estimated additional revenues that would be generated by
implementation of example A and the other two examples. It
should be noted the 1980 figures are slightly below the
1976 figures. This is due to the long-term projection of
vehicle miles of travel versus the short-term fluctuations
Indiana is now experiencing. However, the projected
vehicle miles of travel is deemed reasonable for the
twenty year period. Example A provides an additional 58.40
million dollars if immediately implemented, and an ad-
ditional 74.3 million dollars by 1995. In calculating these
figures it was assumed that fuel consumption would
remain at the current 12.15 miles per gallon, and vehicle
miles of travel would increase according to the medium
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Summary of Example B
Example B assumes changes only in the motor fuel tax
and is thereby separated into 2 proposals, B-l and B-2.
B-l assumes a one cent per gallon increase to the present
eight cent per gallon tax, making a total fuel tax of
nine cents per gallon. Total user revenues generated by
the per gallon flat rate fuel tax alternatives of ten and
twelve cents, along with the effects that fuel consumption
and vehicle miles of travel will have on these revenues,
up to 1995, are shown in Table 30. Example B-l would pro-
duce an additional 31.16 million dollars now and 40 mil-
lion dollars in 1995, which would make it a less favorable
alternative than example A, considering revenues produced.
Example B-2 also assumes an increase in the fuel tax.
However, this alternative proposes ad valorem rather
than specific fuel taxation. Plan B-2 is calculated
assuming a 20 percent ad valorem tax on the retail fuel
price minus State and Federal taxes. The price of gas-
oline was projected to increase at the rate of 3 percent
per year. While over the period of 1950 to 1973 the price
of gasoline increased at an average annual growth rate of
1.6 percent, after the oil embargo of 1974, the price of
gasoline increased 35 percent over 1973 prices. There-
fore, a projected 3 percent growth rate is not considered
unreasonable. Table 31 summarizes these projected motor
fuel prices exclusive of any State or Federal tax.
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TABLE 30
HIGHWAY USER REVENUE ESTIMATES'—
PER GALLON ASSUMPTIONS (millions of dollars
)
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Projected Motor Fuel Prices 1980 - 1995*
Motor Fuel Adjusted Price






* Assuming a 3% per year fuel price increase
These projected adjusted prices were calculated as
follows
:
Y - X,{1 + .03) n -.12
Where
Y = estimated retail gasoline price minus 8<£
State tax, minus 4 $ Federal tax, given a
3 percent per year increase in retail motor
fuel prices.
X, = base year price from which calculations
were made.
n = number of time periods from the base year.
These projected adjusted prices for motor fuel are
used to calculate the ad valorem tax rate for three dif-
ferent percentages as shown in Table 32. This Table
shows the ad valorem tax as converted to the actual pump
price tax per gallon for selected years. At the 20 per-
cent rate, fuel tax values vary from 10 cents per gallon
in 1980 to 17 cents per gallon in 1995. These figures are
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not unreasonable as Connecticut currently levies an 11
cent per gallon State tax.
Table 32
Ad Valorem Tax Conversions
(cents per gallon)
Year Base Ad Valorem Tax
151 2 0% 25%
1980 .5058 .08 .10 .13
1985 .6055 .09 .12 .15
1990 .7210 .11 .14 .18
1995 .8550 .13 .17 .21
The implementation of a 20 percent ad valorem tax, as
shown here, would have the effect of generating an additional
amount of 31.16 million dollars of fuel revenue in 1976 and
an estimated additional amount of fuel revenue of 360.12
million in 1995. This represents a substantial increase
in user revenues. It should be noted that these figures are
based on present fuel consumption rate and estimated medium
vehicle miles of travel. Values with other assumptions
about fuel consumption rate, levels of vehicle miles of
travel, and different percentages for ad valorem tax may be
calculated using Table 33. From this Table it may be noted
in particular, the large revenues that can be generated by
an ad valorem tax as compared with the flat per gallon as-
sumptions as were shown in Table 30.
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TABLE 33
HIGHWAY USER REVENUE ESTIMATES'
AD VALOREM ASSUMPTIONS (millions of dollars)
Vehicle Miles sf Travel Assumptions z
LOW MEDIUM HIGH
AD VALOREM TAX
% of retail price
AD VALOREM TAX
% of retail price *
AD VALOREM TAX
% of retail price
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Summary of Example C
Example C combines examples A and B-2 by utilizing a
20 percent ad valorem tax along with increasing the re-
maining user revenue structure to the same proportion as
U.S. averages. The ad valorem tax was projected exactly
as in example B-2. The remaining user revenue structure
increases were calculated using the same method as pre-
viously indicated in example A of the preceeding chapter.
If currently applied, example C would provide an
additional 106.3 million dollars and in 1995 the sub-
stantial figure of 657.1 million dollars in additional
revenue would be generated.
Figure 18 shows in a graphic form the relationships of
the three examples along with the null or "do nothing"
alternative. This null alternative assumes an eight cent
per gallon fuel tax with existing fuel consumption rate.
In addition the null alternative assumes that the vehicle
miles of travel would follow the current trend which is
the high estimate as used in this study. As it can be
seen example C can provide the most revenue in 1995.
115
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These data suggest that Indiana consider an ad valorem
tax in lieu of the present per gallon motor fuel tax.
The exact percentage of the ad valorem tax could be de-
termined by the revenue needs projected by the upcoming
Indiana Highway Needs Study. It is also suggested that
maximum and minimum values (i.e. 9 to 12 cents) be estab-
lished consistent with projected minimum needs and pre-
venting windfall profits. In addition to an ad valorem
taxation, the remaining components of the highway user
revenue structure may be adjusted to conform to national
percentages as indicated in this study. In particular,
the truck registration fees are considerably lower compared
to other midwestern states and these fees may be adjusted




Like most other states, Indiana is also struggling
to maintain highways with insufficient highway revenues.
This study examined some of the possible sources of
additional revenues for Indiana highways. A sales tax
on motor vehicles and vehicle parts is one possible
source. As shown in Chapter IV, seven states now receive
revenue from this impost. Indiana's motor vehicle
registration fees can be adjusted to raise additional
revenue; in particular the motor truck registration fees
need special consideration as these are among the lowest
of the midwestern states. At present, nine states are
considering an escalating motor fuel tax such as an ad
valorem tax on the retail fuel price per gallon. It is
recognized that a periodic one or two cent fuel tax
increase has been only a temporary solution to problems
having long range financial implications. Many highway
economists consider an ad valorem tax a long term solution
to highway financing; this type of tax would have the




It is recommended that; 1) a motor fuel ad valorem
tax be given further study and consideration by Indiana
decision makers, 2) the reproportioning of user revenue
sources to national averages be examined with emphasis
on a more equitable rate structure for truck regis-
tration, and 3) further study be made on supplementary
taxation to raise highway revenue from such sources as
imposition of a sales tax on vehicles and parts.
Only proper financial planning will provide adequate
revenues for Indiana highways to continue to serve its
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Federal Aid to Indiana Highways
The major portion of revenues from Federal highway
user taxes is credited to the Federal Highway Trust Fund
which was established by the Highway Revenue Act of 1956.
The Trust Fund now receives the federal revenues from the
4 cent per gallon gasoline, diesel and special fuels tax;
the 6 cents per gallon tax on lubricating oil; the 10 cent
per pound tax on highway tires and inner tubes; the 5 cent
per pound tax on tread rubber; the 10 percent manufacturer's
excise tax on buses, trucks and trailers; the 8 percent
manufacturer's excise tax on parts and accessories; and the
annual tax of $3.00 per 1000 pounds on vehicles having a
gross weight in excess of 26,000 pounds. Table 35 shows
Indiana highway users estimated payments into the Highway
Trust Fund and Federal apportionments from the fund. In
1974 Indiana had the lowest ratio of apportionments to pay-

























































































State Highway Revenue Questionnaire
Purdue University
JOINT HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROJECT
CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING




INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
Dear Sir:
The Joint Highway Research Project of Purdue University, School of
Civil Engineering and the Indiana State Highway Commission is conducting
a study of current practices in state highway financing.
The purpose of this research is to summarize current state highway
revenue mechanisms and examine possible new sources of highway revenue
for future years by creating an awareness of missed revenue opportunities.
Many states are currently struggling with increased construction and
maintenance costs while revenues are decreasing or at best, remaining the
same. As the Interstate System nears its completion, the maintenance of
an acceptable level of service for all state highways will become an in-
creasingly dominant portion of the highway budget. Many states already
project deficits running Into billions of dollars in the next twenty
years. For this reason, the Joint Highway Research Project is concerned
with the steps your State is taking, or proposing, to maintain adequate
revenues for the state highway system.
To obtain meaningful and pertinent results we need your input to
this project. We would appreciate completion and return of this question-
naire as soon as possible. A self-addressed stamped envelope is enclosed
for your convenience.
Thank you for your kind assistance with this project. We will be





Joint Highway Research Project
JRM:ms
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Which of the following revenue sources does your State employ for state
highway financing? (Do not include county and local highway financing).
Net Revenues for
Currently Under State Highways
Revenue Source* in Use Consideration 1975 ($1000)
Driver License, Title,





Utility R.O.W. Use Fee
Roadside Advertising Fee
State Sales Tax





Insurance Tax (On Motor
Vehicle Insurance)
Other Taxes (Please specify)
NOTE: Questions on fuel taxation and vehicle registration are included
below.
2. What types of gasoline tax do you presently use?
Per Gallon Tax Rate
Sales Tax Rate
_
Other (please specify) Rate
3. Has your State gasoline tax been changed within the past three years?
Yes No If yes, please state the changed rate and
the year of change.
4. Is there any legislation currently pending or imminent which involves
gasoline tax changes in your State?
Yes No If yes, please state proposed changes.
5. What is your current dlesel fuel tax?
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6. Do you tax special fuels such as liquified petroleum gas?
Yes No If yes, please state rate .
7. Is there any legislation currently pending or imminent which involves
diesel or special fuels?
Yes No If yes, please state source and proposed
rate.
8. Does your State provide for taxation of fuel used in state, local or
federal vehicles?
Yes No If yes, please specify taxation rate.







Please specify any combinations or other criteria used for Passenger Car
Registration.
10. What is the basis for Licensing Trucks and Trailers?
Rate
Declared Maximum Gross Weight
Empty, Actual or Unladen Weight
Manufacturers Rated Capacity
Please specify any combinations or other criteria used for Licensing
Trucks and Trailers.
11. What legislative actions is your state involved in or will be taking in
the near future, to balance the deficit between state highway costs and




Rate Per Gallon ($)
Gasoline Diesel Special Fuels
Alabama 7 8 A
Alaska * * A
Arizona 8 8 8
Arkansas 8. 5 9,.5 7.5
California 7 7 6
Colorado 7 7 7
Connecticut 11 11 11
Delaware 9 9 9
Florida * * A
Georgia 7.,5 7.,5 7.5
Hawaii 8.,5 8.,5 6
Idaho 9.,5 9..5 9.5
Illinois 7.,5 7,,5 7.5
Indiana 8 8 8
Iowa 7 8 7
Kansas 7 8 A
Kentucky 9 9 9
Louisiana 8 8 8
Maine 9 9 none
Maryland 9 9 9
Massachusetts A * A
Michigan 9 7 9
Minnesota 9 9 9
Mississippi 9 10 A
Missouri 7 7 none
Montana 7. 75 9. 75 A
Nebraska 8. 5 8. 5 8.5
Nevada * A A
New Hampshire 9 9 none
New Jersey * A A
New Mexico 7 7 7
New York 8 10 8
N. Carolina 9 9 9
N. Dakota 7 7 7
Ohio 7 7 A


















































































































































































































gross weight § age
max. gross weight
gross weight
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